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S H A M A N I C I N I T I AT I O N A N D
MENTORING FOR YOUR GENIUS

The value of embodying indigenous wisdom for your thriving

On Becoming a Modern Shaman
If you’re reading this, you already know that we’re on the crest of a breaking
wave in the evolution of human consciousness. The current interest in indigenous
wisdom, core shamanic work, and ritual and awareness work, is coming because
the time has come. There is a demand placed on us now to raise our level of
consciousness and step into all the wonder we are really capable of creating.
The wisdom and techniques of original shamanic traditions were developed
in response to our most basic and marvelous human requirements – to thrive,
to evolve, and to live connected to something greater than ourselves, to a power
that we know in our bones is constantly singing us into being, full of beauty
and genius-laden purpose.
Shamans know that we meet those first two requirements most successfully
by actively sourcing from the third one – that something greater. After all, what
better resource do we have than the powers that literally create our world
and our selves in the world?
Shamanic work is not intended to be esoteric, it is intended to be practical,
to fuel abundance, and to evolve us into higher levels of consciousness.
It is intended to grow our vision of the world and what is possible. It is designed
to give us the strength and focus to take evolutionary leaps in all things – in loving,
healing, nourishment, play, relationships, professions, leadership, creative
endeavors – everything.
To be a modern shaman is to understand this: the shaman’s work with light and
awareness is the key to a massive body of indigenous technology and wisdom that
was created for all ages, not just for the past; it is for all aspects of human genius
and desire, not just for traditional healers.
Entry into this timeless world of knowledge and ability has always been, and
must be, through well-paced, dedicated initiation, practice, and mentoring.
The process results in mastery – for your life, your dreams, and your greatest
abilities. Gaining this level of knowledge and mastery is the purpose of the
Shaman’s Light™ program.
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Contact Marti for more information about
the training experience and its benefits:
shamans_light@mac.com
707.874.9578
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